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Abstract: High entropy oxides are entropy-stabilised oxides that adopt specific disordered structures
due to entropy stabilisation. They are a new class of materials that utilises the high-entropy concept
first discovered in metallic alloys. They can have interesting properties due to the interactions
at the electronic level and can be combined with other materials to make composite structures.
The design of new meta-materials that utilise this concept to solve real-world problems may be
a possibility but further understanding of how their phase stabilisation is required. In this work,
biplots of the composition’s mean electronegativity are plotted against the electron-per-atom ratio
of the compounds. The test dataset accuracy in the resulting biplots improves from 78% to 100%
when using atomic-number-per-atom Z/a ratios as a biplot parameter. Phase stability maps were
constructed using a Voronoi tessellation. This can be of use in determining stability at composite
material interfaces.

Keywords: high entropy oxides; semi empirical design; metamaterials; phase stability

1. Introduction

Redox-active metal oxide/carbon composites can play a crucial role in upcoming
technologies of energy conversion and energy storage especially in areas such as batteries
and water electrolysis [1–3]. The development of cost-efficient oxygen evolution reaction
electrocatalysts based on low-cost 3d transition metals oxides is a priority challenge of
materials chemistry. A variety of properties are associated with these materials such as the
requirement for lower overpotentials, long operational times, and chemical stability under
very oxidative and corrosive conditions.

The demand for energy storage devices in stationary and mobile applications has
increased rapidly over the past years and will continuously increase in the future. Com-
monly used electrochemical energy storage devices are intercalation-based Li-ion batteries
with high efficiency and reversibility. There is a push to achieve higher energy storage
capacity in systems. Li-ion batteries present several problems throughout the production,
distribution, utilisation, and disposal process.

A new class of oxide systems known as high-entropy oxides (HEO) was recently
reported [4–6]. These materials are based on the concept of entropy stabilisation, where
the large number of cation additions (typically >5) can stabilise relatively simple single-
phase structures (i.e., rock-salt, fluorite, or perovskite). Due to the electronic interactions
between the cations, these compounds can show interesting properties [6–8]. Research
in high-entropy oxides is driven by the possible potential to obtain novel properties by
exploiting the high-entropy concept and thereby the various electronic interactions that
occur during the combination of various cations.

Transition metal oxide (TMO) anode-based batteries have better storage capacities
(500–1000 mAhg−1) compared to more common graphite anodes (372 mAhg−1). This is
because the magnetic behaviour of TMOs lead to a strong surface capacitance1. However,
conventional TMOs show rapid capacity drops due to crystal structural changes from
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volumetric changes during cycling. Whereas HEOs have more stable crystal structures
while achieving high storage capacities (~920 mAhg−1) due to entropy stabilisation. As
many HEO properties are tied to its structure, understanding the structural stability of
HEOs is a key step towards optimising and designing functional HEO properties.

The high-entropy concept was first reported for metallic systems where they are
known as high-entropy alloys (HEA), which leads to the stabilisation of simply solid
solutions (i.e., FCC, BCC, and HCP) [9,10]. In the HEA field the design of HEAs can take
two routes: through data-driven discovery (DDD) and functionality-driven discovery
(FDD). In DDD a database of properties is collected for tested material compositions and
targeted properties can be achieved through interpolation of the available composition with
respect to required properties. Data from exploratory and characterisation frameworks can
be represented in Ashby-diagram property maps or the equivalent for this purpose. In
principle, the number of available elements severely reduces the efficacy of this approach.
Consider a compound with five alloying additions that are to be picked from 20 elements:
here 15,504 possible equimolar combinations are possible.

In FDD materials are developed with targeted properties using search and optimisa-
tion strategies. Prediction models (i.e., ab-initio or other semi-empirical models) are used
in conjunction with FDD to determine the microscopic parameters that govern material
properties. FDD is useful in exploring design candidates in materials with high degree-
of-freedoms such as high-entropy systems as extrapolation from experimental data is not
necessarily a good predictor of quantum mechanical behaviour. These models can then
be used to iterate over many stoichiometries using metaheuristic strategies to determine
material compositions of interest. Although the gold-standard for material predictions lie
with ab-initio methods, applying reasonably accurate lower-fidelity semi-empirical models
can function as a first pass method for identifying potentially useful compositions that may
be studied in-depth in combination with ab-initio methods.

Oxide materials can be used as components for composites materials to optimise their
properties. In HEOs, examples are (FeCoCrMnZn)3O4/nickel foam [11], La0.8Sr0.2MnO3-
Ce0.8Sm0.2O2 [12], and metal oxide-carbon composites [13]. When different components are
brought together to form a composite, their electronic interactions can lead to unexpected
behaviour. Examples are charge transfer, strain, symmetry breaking, electrostatic coupling,
etc. These properties can be linked to phase transitions and phase stabilities. It is thus
important to understand not only how elemental additions during the synthesis process
can affect phase stability, but whether ionic migration at the composite interface will affect
phase stability.

In HEO design the enthalpy of mixing and the configurational entropy are considered
important parameters denoting the formation of a stable phase. Additionally, elemental
selection requires selection of cation size to accommodate the oxygen sub-lattice, and
valency of the cation additions are selected to maintain the charge balance [14]. These
properties are analogous to those found in HEA design where the atomic size mismatch,
enthalpy of mixing, configurational entropy, and valence electron concentration are all
important parameters for design. These parameters have been developed into semi-
empirical models that can be used in FDD [15–17], and due to the similarities between
HEO and high-entropy alloys it may be that such models could be useful in HEO design.

In this work we will test this hypothesis by investigating semi-empirical parameter
biplots to determine if phase stability can be predicted using these values.

2. Parameter Selection for Phase Stability

High-entropy alloys phase stability predictions use a combination of the Hume-
Rothery rules for alloying together with thermodynamic parameters as empirical guidelines.
In Dominguez et al.’s work [15], principal component analysis was used to study the
contribution of five parameters (electronegativity difference, enthalpy of mixing, entropy
of mixing, atomic size difference, and valence electron concentration). These parameters
are analogous to those used in HEO design where the valence electron concentration
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and electronegativity difference describes charge transfer characteristics. Leong et al. [16]
demonstrated that the mean electronegativity of the biplots can be used to determine the
phase stability of HEAs when used together in biplots with enthalpy of mixing values, and
studies have been shown that electronegativity (X) values can be used to design oxides for
use as supercapacitors [18].

In HEAs, the Mulliken and Allen electronegativity scales were found to offer the best
separation between structures when presented in a biplot against the enthalpy of mixing
when compared to valence electron concentration and the Pauling electronegativity scale.
This is attributed to the derivation of the various electronegativity scales: the Mulliken
electron negativity is an absolute scale that is derived from the average of the ionisation
potential and electron affinity [19] while the Allen electronegativity is derived from the
average one-electron energy of the s and p valence-shell electrons in a ground-state free
atom [20]. In contrast, the Pauling scale [21] is derived from heats of formation and combus-
tion of gaseous molecules. This derivation affects its effectiveness in making semi-empirical
predictions since the reactivity of gaseous compounds can be vastly different from their
solid and liquid forms due to significantly higher entropy and kinetic energy for collisions.
For the valence electron concentration (VEC), the enthalpy of mixing scales linearly with
it with some deviations due to incorrect quantum behaviours being represented [16,22].
The origin of the biplot’s ability to differentiate changes in the local environments can be
written as [16]:

∆H = fTotal(n)∆n2 ≈ k2.n (1)

where n is the average band filling represented by the average number of d-electrons, ∆n2

is the difference in the number of valence d-electrons squared [23], fTotal(n) is the sum
of the attractive and repulsive contributions, and k2 is a material constant that is related
to the change in energy of the electronic structure upon alloying. k2 is thus reliant on
the deviations between rule-of-mixtures electronegativity values (assuming equal charge
redistribution), and the formation of highly-covalent bonds, which leads to a non-linear
change in the charge redistribution. It is the magnitude of this error that allows the
prediction and separation of phases in the ∆H-X biplots. Thus, without the influence of
electronegativity, ∆H scales almost linearly with VEC.

Utilising this concept for HEOs presents some challenges. First, Miedema’s enthalpies
of mixing [24] which was expanded by Takeuchi and Inoue for use in their sub-regular
solid solution to predict bulk metallic glass stabilities [25–27] is used to represent the
mixing in metallic compounds. The bonding nature of metallic compounds are somewhere
between an ionic and a covalent bond–the degree of this fluctuates and is dependent on
the degree of charge transfer resulting from electronic interactions. In metal oxides, the
covalent-type bonds dominate, which may make the enthalpy of mixing unsuitable for
predictions. Dahlborg et al. have reported on the use the reduced VEC: the electron per
atom ratio, e/a [28]. However, both the e/a ratio and VEC used for HEAs do not account
for size effects which can affect oxide structure more than in metals. As a result, a similar
parameterisation of the atomic number, Z is considered. The calculations here will also
use the atomic number per atom (Z/a) ratio. Furthermore, oxide bond formation can also
proceed through the formation of ligands; in the case of metal oxides the d-orbitals play a
critical role in bond formation. Thus, the valence d-electrons can also be considered as a
prediction parameter.

Ghosh developed a new electronegativity [29] that was verified with the bond energies
of a number of compounds based on the polarizability of the elements. They reported
good comparison with a number of oxides, ionic bonded compounds, transition metals,
and inert gases. Previous work [16] has shown that the biplots do not accurately account
for alloys with elemental additions possessing disparate primary quantum numbers (i.e.,
different periods). In contrast to the other two compared here the Ghosh electronegativity
demonstrates the capability to distinguish between the primary quantum numbers of the
individual elements.
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As such, we hypothesise that XGhosh will be able to distinguish between phase stabili-
ties of HEOs. VEC, Z/a and valence d-electrons will be investigated as potential parameters
for biplot differentiation, and two other electronegativity scales (Pauling and Mulliken)
will also be investigated to test the hypothesis.

3. Method and Calculation

The dataset used in this study consists of 165 HEO compositions selected from the
literature. The compositions in the dataset are a good mix of compositions synthesised
using different methodologies and a full list of the compounds may be found in the
Supporting Information. The compositions have been initially differentiated according
to the phase they display (single and mixed phases). The single phases have then been
further categorised into the following phases: Monoclinic, Pyrochlore, Spinel, Fluorite,
Rock Salt, Perovskite, and Others. The other phases consist of Bixbyite, Garnet, Rutile,
and Magnetoplumbite phases due to the low sample size (1 each or so). Table 1 below
demonstrates these subdivisions.

Table 1. Total number of alloy compositions analysed for this study. The dataset has been subdivided
into several groups as shown below.

General Grouping Phase Grouping No. of Compositions

Mixed Various 11

Single

Monoclinic 4

Pyrochlore 18

Spinel 25

Fluorite 25

Rock salt 40

Perovskite (Ortho) 18

Perovskite (Cubic) 15

Others 5

The Z/a, VEC, d-electron and electronegativity values of these elements are obtained
from the values of each oxide’s constituent elements. The parameters are combined
according to their stoichiometric fraction to obtain the averaged value of a particular
compound. By taking the biplot of Z/a against the electronegativity we will determine the
efficacy of the biplot in determining phase stability.

To aid in distinguishing the relevant areas that represent zone of phase stability, the
biplot will be analysed by using a cluster-analysis based approach. The centre-of-balance
of each phase grouping can be determined by minimising the Euclidean distance between
the centre position with respect to the other points:

distance(x, y) = ∑
i

√
δxi

2 + δyi
2 (2)

This point is defined as the cluster centre and an ellipsoid can be fitted around this
cluster centre so that the ellipse skew and radii is fitted based on the standard deviation of
the points. This fitting is accomplished using an algorithm and so minimises the chance of
experimenter bias in selecting bounding regions. Any errors, if present, can be attributed to
a standard error whose contribution is determined by the programming of the algorithm.
The Mathematica [30] program contains the Multivariate Statistics package that fits an
Ellipsoidal quantile for bivariate data which is useful for analysis the biplots used in this
work. This EllipsoidQuantile function will be used to analyse the results of the biplot; the
quantiles selected will follow the three-sigma rule-of-thumb to determine fitting ellipsoids.
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4. Results and Discussion

For each composition listed in Supplementary Materials B (for breakdown of types
cf. Table S1), the rules-of-mixtures was used to calculate the Ghosh electronegativity,
Mulliken electronegativity, Pauling electronegativity, valence electron concentration, d-
valence, and atomic number per atom. These 6 parameters combine together to form a
32 design-of-experiment grid for 9 possible combinations, which were analysed using the
method outlined above (cf. Equation (1)). Each biplot can be found in the Supplementary
Materials. The degree of overlap was computed within 2-sigma accuracy (95% of points
within the bounding circle) and the total degree of overlap is presented in Table 2 below
where it can be observed that the d-valence/XGhosh plot possessed the least amount of
overlap variation. The d-valence/XGhosh plot will be discussed below–the other plots can
be found in the Supplementary Materials.

Table 2. Cluster overlap values for a 32 design-of-experiment grid of three electronegativity values
(Ghosh, Mulliken, and Pauling) and three atomic parameters: d-valence, valence electron concentra-
tion (VEC), and atomic number per atom (Z/a).

Overlap XGhosh XMulliken XPauling

d-valence 18.11 19.43 19.01

VEC 33.38 38.76 38.38

Z/a 93.08 93.33 93.55

Figure 1a shows the biplot for the d-valence scale plotted against XGhosh. Each group of
compounds occupy roughly the same space in each of the biplot regions (cf. Supplementary
Materials) for each given value on the x-axis (i.e., d-valence, VEC, or Z/a). Each group is
encapsulated by three ellipsoids that represent (moving outwards) a 66% (1 sigma), 92%
(2 sigma), and 97% (3 sigma) approximate fitting accuracy respectively.
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Spinel and rock salt structures in the biplots experience significant overlap when
compared to the other structures. This may be due to the fact that both are cubic close-
packed structures with cations distributed over various octahedral and tetrahedral sites.
The spinel to rock salt transformations has been previously reported to occur in oxides
which is driven by cation separation instead of a topotactic phase transformation [31].
This appears to parallel the formation of secondary structures in HEAs which is driven
by chemical reordering during spinodal decomposition. It may be that HEOs can be
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tuned to display similar behaviour for compositions that lie in the interface between
stability regions.

There is similarly significant overlap between the Pyrochlore, Fluorite, and both
Perovskite groups (Monoclinic and Cubic). This group of structures have an underlying
face-centre cubic motif of the parent lattice with different site occupancies within the lattice
itself. There are similarly reports in the literature of transitions between these phases (e.g.,
perovskite to fluorite).

The degree of overlap between each phase means that a strategy to differentiate
between regions of phase stability is needed. One simplistic way to do this is to use a
Voronoi tessellation, where a point is partitioned into a particular area so that the bounding
region is equidistant between the points. This analysis has been performed for the XGhosh-d-
valence biplot in Figure 1a and the results are shown in Figure 1b. The results in Figure 1b
generally show good continuous partitioning between the phases in the biplot. Other plots
are shown in the Supplementary Materials. There is a dearth of points for values between
2 < XGhosh < 5. These values in general correspond to XGhosh values of the metallic elements
which demonstrate some degree of metallic bonding. The overlap region containing the
Pyrochlore, Fluorite, and both Perovskite phases are now distinguished in the plot.

For example, A2B2O7-type compositions predominantly display the perovskite or
pyrochlore structure. As a rule of thumb, pyrochlore-stable structures display smaller A/B
radius ratios (Eu2Ti2O7, Lu2Ti2O7 and Y2Ti2O7) while perovskite structures have larger
A/B radius ratios (La2Ti2O7, Pr2Ti2O7 and Nd2Ti2O7) (the origin of the phase change
from pyrochlore to perovskite-like layered structure and a new lead-free ferroelectric) [32].
The pyrochlore-stable cations Eu, Lu, and Y (XGhosh: 5.0, 6.2, and 3.4) have larger elec-
tronegativity values than La, Pr, and Nd (XGhosh: 4.52, 4.64, and 4.72); this is reflected in
Figure 1b where the Pyrochlore cluster is located at the coordinates XGhosh: 7.22 which is
above both Perovskite structures. These plots have the potential to offer further insight
in understanding what drives phase change in oxide materials through correlation with
mechanism such as ligand formation and electron transfer.

In order to test the efficacy of the prediction scheme, several HEO compositions that have
been investigated for their use as battery anodes in the literature. These compositions were
not included in the 165-composition dataset use for the analysis above. These compositions
are ((Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O [33], (Mg0.2Ti0.2Zn0.2Cu0.2Fe0.2)3O4 [34], ((Bi, Na)0.2(La,
Li)0.2(Ce, K)0.2Ca0.2Sr0.2) TiO3, (FeCoNiCrMn)3O4 [35], (MgCoNiZn)0.65Li0.35O [36], and
Li1.3Mn0.4Ti0.3O1.7F0.3 [37]). Non-high-entropy compositions LiF [38], BaTiO3 [39], and
ZnTiO3 [39] were also included into the testing dataset to determine prediction accuracy.

Figure 2a–c shows the test dataset overlaid onto XGhosh biplots as red squares. The
points are labeled with their compositions with callout labels and all three predictions are
summarized in Figure 2d and compared with the literature experimental values. All three
non-high-entropy oxides show good accuracy of predictions within the scheme presented
here, highlighting that the methodology described here can be possibly used for regular
oxides as well (or including them into an analysis dataset). A 78% accuracy was found to
be the case when using the d-electron-XGhosh biplot for fluorite-containing compositions.
This demonstrates the failure of the biplot for elements that do not contain d-orbitals. All
other compositions are predicted accurately. In contrast when using the Z/a-XGhosh biplot
the accuracy increases to 100%. This is interesting as the earlier overlap analysis suggests
significant overlap for the Z/a parameter. This shows that structural stability has many
components to it and that simplistic methods such as Euclidean-distance cluster analysis is
not sufficient to tease out its intricacies. In comparison, phase stability regions obtained
through Voronoi tessellation using hypothesis-based material descriptors are shown here
to possess good accuracy.
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(a) d-valence vs. XGhosh, (b) Z/a vs. XGhosh, (c) VEC vs. XGhosh, and (d). Tabulated Prediction of HEO and non-high-entropy
metal oxide compositions for three different XGhosh biplots (d-electron, Z/a, and VEC.).

5. Conclusions

Biplots of average electronegativity show against the atomic-number-to-atom ratio,
Z/a can be used to display a discrete phase-composition map for high entropy oxides. This
can be used to guide the development of novel HEO compositions that can be incorporated
into composite structures for new technologies such as battery anodes. As (1): the crystal
structure stability can provide an early idea of the material properties (e.g., oxygen vacancy
mobilities changing ionic conduction, redox stability) and (2) phase stability can change in
the dealloying fabrication of metal oxide nanocomposites, this methodology can provide
a quick way to assess HEO viability. An improvement in predictive capability from 78%
accuracy to 100% accuracy was obtained by using Z/a parameter in biplots compared to
d-electron or VEC. The method can be used in a simple algorithm to predict phase stabilities.
This can be used to explore interface effects for novel composite oxides.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3
390/jcs5120311/s1, Figure S1: Biplots and encapsulating regions for 32 biplots of rules-of-mixtures
Ghosh, Pauling, and Mulliken electronegativities plotted against rules-of-mixtures semi-empirical
parameters number of valence d electrons (d¬-valence), atomic number per atom ratio (Z/a), and
valence electron concentration (VEC), Figure S2: Biplots and Voronoi Tesselations for 32 biplots of
rules-of-mixtures Ghosh, Pauling, and Mulliken electronegativities plotted against rules-of-mixtures
semi-empirical parameters number of valence d electrons (d¬-valence), atomic number per atom
ratio (Z/a), and valence electron concentration (VEC), Figure S3: Overlay of Z/a-XGhosh biplot
with phase stable regions obtained through Voronoi tessellation shown. ((NiCoMgCuZn)(Tix)On
values (x: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) are overplotted in the figure, Table S1: Molar ratios of
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((NiCoMgCuZn)(Tix)On values (x: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0), Table S2: Rules-of-mixtures calculations
of ((NiCoMgCuZn)(Tix)On values (x: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) for atomic number per atom (Z/a)
and Ghosh electronegativity (XGhosh), Table S3: List of Compositions used for analysis.
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